The prediction of droplets diameter and velocity distribution in a spray is so difficult since its process and mechanism is not completely known and depends too many parameters. The early stage of the atomization process (Primary Breakup) is clearly deterministic, whereas the final stage of spray formation (Secondary Breakup) is random and stochastic. In the second region, which deals with the stochastic aspect of droplet size and velocity distributions, analysis is done by using the maximum entropy principle (MEP). The MEP predicts atomization process while satisfying constrain equations of mass, momentum and energy. Finally, an experimental investigation is done to verify the theoretical model. For this means, a specific nozzle is designed and manufactured so the breakup length and the droplet size and velocity distributions are measured using high-speed camera and laser based technique (Phase Doppler anemometry).
INTRODUCTION
and then developed by Tankin and Li in 1987 [9] in which initial conservation and energy of partial surface equations are used. Then, Ahmadi and Sellense [4] could estimate droplet size distribution independent from their velocity distribution. In 1996, Cousin [2] 
2)
Momentum balance:
3)
Energy balance: 
Mass balance:
5)
Energy balance:
In these equations, k i is the division of area to volume of a droplet which belongs to the group size
. H is the shape factor for velocity profile and can be defined as:
When outlet velocity profile is uniform, the shape factor (H) is equal to 1 and volume, velocity and dimensionless source terms can be described as:
In addition to the three above mentioned equations, according to the probability concept, total summation of probabilities should be equal to unity:
As it is mentioned before, there are infinite probability distributions P ij to satisfy the equations 4 through 8, therefore the most appropriate distribution is the one in which Shannon entropy is maximized.
Using Lagrange coefficient procedure, the probability distribution in which entropy is maximized is presented as follow: 
In these equations, [7, 8] [7] are presented in figure 2-b . The calculated probability contour and measurements are also exhibited in figure 3 . The difference between contours distributions is affected by measurement accuracy for the momentum source term which is also affected by the drag forces exerted on the droplet after jet fracture because, as it is mentioned, in the present spray, the fracture of conical jet occurs at 7 cm apart from the nozzle, while the region which velocity and size of droplets are measured at the distance of 10 cm apart and during this interval, the droplets are generated from the fluid jet and drag forces exerted on the droplet are not consisted in computation of momentum source term.
NUMERICAL RESULTS

The three dimensional probability distribution for sizevelocity and measurements are demonstrated in figures 2. Computations are shown in figure 2-a while experimental data of Li and Tankin results
2-a:
The computed velocity-size probability distribution 89
2-b:
The measured velocity-size probability distribution [7] 
